Social activities at 2018
We planned to open our house for children, called Nepali Children Guest, before the Dutch
summer vacation started. We are calling it a guest house because the government changed
the rules to open a hostel a lot. It will be very hard to run a hostel nowadays.
The name has been changed but not our ideas about caring children and the participation of
their parents.
Unfortunately we did not realize to open the guest house at 2018. Maybe it was not possible
because parents do not agree to send their children to a government school. In the rural area
of Madanpur we have no other option.
Therefore we changed our goal and only take care of 5 children from june 2019.
We started to help children on a different way: we sponsor children for their education while
they are staying at their own family.
With different schools we signed contracts and one teacher will inform us about the school
results and personal life of these children.
One of our small projects was to give children during their main festival Dashain clothes. The
tailer made the customized clothes but the quality of his work was less than we expected.
Therefore we will organize it next year on a different way: we will support one woman by
microfinance. On this way she can start her own business and later return her due. She can
make all schooldresses for the children of our NGO.
Ram spends nowadays more time at Madanpur. He likes to give computer lessons, but he did
not start. Nepali Children brought two computers but these are not used till now.
Locals also asked us to provide education for very small children who are not able to walk to
the school. We are not licenced and start thinking how to manage this idea.
Ram really likes to make a playground for children.
Also a good idea and maybe we can bring it next year into practice.
For all these things we need of course money. Therefore we keep going on with our homestay,
travellings, selling goods at The Netherlands. Also we started with a coffee farm.

